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MEMBERSHIP RENEWALS AND GIFT AID
At this time of year the task of reminding you that subscriptions are due falls
to me.
Norwood Society members who do not already pay their membership by standing
order are kindly asked to complete and return the enclosed 2017 Subscription
Form as soon as possible.
Those members for whom we do not have a Gift Aid Form are invited to complete
the enclosed Form and return this to the Norwood Society Treasurer.
It would be helpful to the Norwood Society, but please understand that you are
under no obligation to do so.
And lastly, we very much appreciate Standing Order Mandates; please update
yours if necessary. The current membership fee is £10 for a household and £7
for a single person.
As ever, we are grateful for your continued interest and support and wish you a
healthy and happy New Year.
Ruth Hibberd (Membership Secretary)
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PLANNING NOTES
Planning Notes (9)
Ormesby Court, 224 Beulah Hill, SE19
The proposals, by McCarthy and Stone, involved the demolition of the
existing building and the erection of a part two, three and four storey
building containing 26 flats for retired persons, with associated communal
areas, car parking and landscaping, and the provision of vehicular accesses
onto Beulah Hill and Queen Mary Road. The existing building is locally
listed but it has been derelict for the past 14 years and in addition has
been very much altered. In the circumstances we did not object to its
demolition. Nor do we have a problem with the concept of 26 flats for
elderly people on the site. But the design of the new block seemed to us to
be unnecessarily institutional in concept. Permission has been refused,
for a variety of reasons; loss of the locally listed building, poor quality of
the replacement building by reason of its mass, bulk, appearance, design
and layout, and lack of any contribution to Croydon’s need for affordable
homes. The officer’s report also noted that the pre-application advice had
not been adhered to. This might, one hopes, provide a salutary warning
for future applicants. It also indicates that Croydon planners take seriously
the local listing of buildings in the borough.

5 Westow Hill SE19
The plan to replace the existing unsightly shop front is welcome, but it is
felt that the new shopfront would benefit from having a stall riser rather
than windows going down to pavement level.

23 Rockmount Road SE19
The proposal to add a fourth storey to this house was unsightly and out of
keeping with neighbouring properties. We objected, and permission has
been refused.
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291 Beulah Hill SE19
This is a large detached house standing well back from the main road.
However, it was felt that the new extension proposed is overlarge and
insufficiently subservient to the existing property, and an objection has
been made. A decision is awaited.

349 Grange Road SE19
The proposals envisage the addition of an extra storey and a new lift shaft
to the existing block of flats, and the construction of a terrace of four very
small houses to the rear of the premises. The alterations to the block of
flats seem to be unobjectionable, but the proposed houses would in our
view have inadequate and cramped living space, and we submitted an
objection to them. Unfortunately permission was granted.

93 Portland Road SE25
This is the left hand house in a terrace of three small houses built at the
time of the Crimean War and named after one of the battles. In view of
the fact that they are still basically unchanged we believe that they should
qualify for local listing and we have asked for this to be done. We have
also objected to the proposal to add further living space in the house by
inserting Velux windows in the front roof slope and an overlarge dormer
to the rear. A decision is still awaited.

Land between 135 and 181 Church Road
The developers originally intended to apply for permission to build eight
(yes, you read that correctly, eight) new dwellings on this very small
and extremely narrow piece of land (which had been excluded from
development plans in order to allow for a future widening of Church
Road, which never happened). They were told by Croydon Council that
there was no chance of this being accepted but an application for one
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house would be considered. They have now submitted an application for
two houses. One is a wretched pastiche of the late Georgian houses to
the north of the site (except for the insertion of no less than three large
French windows to serve a single living room), the other an equally
wretched pastiche of an early Victorian coach house, complete with fake,
non-opening, carriage doors. The designs exhibit a total absence of any
inspiration, unless perhaps the developers think that the conservation area
would benefit from a touch of Disneyland.

150 Church Road
Some two years ago we opposed a proposal to build an extension to the
rear of this house on the grounds that it would be ungainly and oversized.
Permission was nevertheless granted. Subsequently the developers applied
to change the external materials specified in the original application
to large areas of zinc cladding. When we objected to this as wholly
inappropriate in the conservation area we were told that permission had
been granted for the zinc cladding by way of a discharge of conditions
attached to the original application, which was not subject to public
consultation, and that we therefore had no right to object. There is a useful
message for developers here; if you want to use outlandish materials
specify something entirely anodyne in your application which will not
attract any objections, and then change them by way of an application for
the discharge of conditions to something bizarre which takes the fancy of
the planning officers, who will then approve them behind closed doors
with no public right of consultation and no right of referral to a meeting of
the council’s full planning committee .As the relevant case officer said in
reply to our protest: “In this instance the materials were found acceptable
for the discharge of condition application, which was assessed by internal
urban design and planning officers. I appreciate your frustrations and
that these were different from those indicated on the application, however,
the process of discharging the condition was carried out correctly”.
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Auckland Rise
The application for this development has just been submitted. Since the
developers, Brick by Brick, are an arm of Croydon Council, permission
will certainly be granted and the public consultation is no more than
a formal exercise. We intend to object anyway, in support of the local
residents’ association, which is strongly opposed to the scheme. This estate
was praised by Pevsner in The Buildings of England: London South as
“good housing by Riches & Blythin, 1956, taking advantage of the trees
on the site”. The new proposals for a large increase in building density,
with significant loss of trees and open space, will effectively ruin this.
Philip Goddard

NORWOOD COTTAGE HOSPITAL
The Hospital was opened in Hermitage Road in 1881 and was funded by public
subscription. Those patients who could afford to do so were expected to pay for
their treatment but generous funds were raised from collecting boxes placed in
shops throughout Norwood and also from local churches. The patients came
from all of Norwood although on average about 50% were from the immediate
area. On more than one occasion the hospital governors complained that the
donations from West Norwood compared unfavourably with those from Upper
Norwood and did not reflect the number of West Norwood patients. The medical
care was provided by local G.P.s but the nurses were directly employed. The
Hospital also provided convalescent care in beds at South coast nursing homes.
It was only two years after the Christmas card illustrated was produced that the
Hospital was taken over by the newly formed NHS. It is still in NHS ownership
but as a residential unit.
The Norwood Society has recently deposited three early Hospital minute books
at the Museum of Croydon to join those already there. Also deposited were
various annual reports and photographs.
Alun Thomas
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LOCAL HISTORY NEWS

This Autumn we have held an interesting programme of talks. In September
Ruth Miller and I gave a joint presentation of the 'Dangerous Women of South
London'. Between us we spoke about the active suffragette movement in
Norwood and a little beyond. This brought in a large audience, possibly because
this talk was part of the Lambeth Heritage Month programme.
In October we were fortunate to have Nick Wilson and two colleagues from
'Stonewest' describing the work of this important national building restoration
company which is based in 'The Triangle' at Crystal Palace. It was an interesting
evening where we not only learnt much about the problems of maintaining
historic buildings and the techniques involved, but also about the technique
of gilding such as employed in the restoration of the Albert Memorial. The
unusual views of familiar historic buildings, for example the St Pancras Hotel
and station, were fascinating.
In November the subject was much more local when Stephen Oxford spoke about
the research he has been undertaking of the churchyard of All Saints’, Upper
-7-
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Norwood. The focus of his talk was the 900 pauper children from Mr Aubin's
school that are buried there. He emphasised that the belief that the children
did not enjoy good care is a misconception. Stephen is attempting to have a
plaque erected in the churchyard in memory of these children as their graves are
otherwise unmarked. This was a particularly popular talk. It seems that local
subjects have the greatest appeal, but this is difficult to adhere to consistently
as those researching the area are few. However, we aim to cover a variety of
subjects to appeal to the widest number of local people. By the time you read
this we will have had our December social evening when we will see images of
the storm damage to All Saints’ Church in October 1987. Additionally on view
will be some of the finds from the collections at the Upper Norwood Library,
such as the above postcard.
In recent weeks Alun Thomas, Stephen Oxford and I have explored local
history material stored in the Upper Norwood Library. Many items have been
photographed or scanned, so that they may be more readily available for research.
We have also been securing some files that were not stored as they should be,
particularly as the refurbishment of the building is imminent.
Stephen Oxford has continued his search to locate items held in the past by the
Society. This resulted in useful links with the London Metropolitan Archives and
Bromley Archives. Hunting through items at Kingswood House has unearthed a
large amount of both 'The Story of Norwood' and 'Emile Zola in Norwood'. In
order to clear the stock we are offering these at £1 at our meetings.
We anticipate a busy 2017 as a group of us are beginning work on a 'Shops in The
Triangle' project. This will chart the history and development of the shopping
centre of Upper Norwood. It is hoped that we can bring some of our findings
to the notice of the wider community during the 'Crystal Palace Overground
Festival' in June 2017.
Barbara Thomas
2nd December 2017
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RIVER EFFRA: SOUTH LONDON’S SECRET SPINE
Jon Newman
(Oxford: Signal Books, 2016), 83 pages, £9.99 pb)
(ISBN 978-1-909930-42-1
The River Effra, which has flowed wholly
underground since 1865, is one of the many
tributaries of the Thames and its course flows
for seven miles from Upper Norwood to join
the Thames at Vauxhall. In fact, the Effra has
two sources, a Lower Norwood branch and an
Upper Norwood one, although both actually
begin in Upper Norwood. The Lower Norwood
branch starts in Westow Park, immediately
north of Church Road, and runs under Central
Hill to Norwood Park, then past West Norwood
Cemetery until it joins the other branch just
north of Thurlow Park Road (the South Circular
Road) to the west of Croxted Road. The Upper
Norwood branch starts at the site of the Vicar’s Oak, a large tree that marked the
old parish boundaries and now marks the boundaries of the London boroughs of
Lambeth, Southwark, Croydon and Bromley. From Crystal Palace Parade and
the site of the old High Level station the Effra runs down Farquhar and Jasper
Roads to the meadows at the bottom of Gipsy Hill and along South Croxted and
Croxted Roads. After Thurlow Park Road the course of the main river goes past
the Half Moon pub in Herne Hill, then on to Brixton, Kennington and along
South Lambeth Road to its two outfalls into the Thames by Vauxhall Bridge.
Jon Newman, writer, and archivist at the Minet Library, has written a lucid,
compendious and scholarly book that tells its readers all that they may wish
to know about this ancient river. The heart of the book, which takes up nearly
half its length, consists of a detailed itinerary of the Effra and, together with the
excellent colour map drawn by David Western who accompanied the author on
his field researches, is a splendid guide for the reader who wishes to follow the
whole course of the river on foot.
-9-
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I had always imagined that the Effra was an ancient Anglo-Saxon name like Offa
of Offa’s Dike. That is not so. The origin of the name is Victorian, probably a
corruption of ‘Heathrow’, referring to the Manor of Heathrow in Lambeth and not
to the site of London’s principal airport.
In the course of his book Jon Newman deals with some romantic legends, especially
the one that Queen Elizabeth I was rowed up the Effra by barge to visit Sir Walter
Raleigh at his house on Brixton Hill, or the actor Edward Alleyn at his manor in
Dulwich, or perhaps both. Whether a royal barge full of rowers and courtiers would
have had sufficient draught to navigate a river as small as this seems to be doubtful.
The early chapters give an account of how the Effra basin came to be drained in the
nineteenth century to provide the housing and sanitation needed by the fast-growing
population of what became South London. I did get a little bogged down (excuse
the pun) in the reports of the sewer commissioners, but Jon Newman gives due
tribute to the genius of Sir Joseph Bazalgette, the civil engineer responsible for the
Thames embankments and also, incidentally, for putting the Effra into underground
sewers. Cholera was still a scourge until the early 1850s when an epidemic killed
two thousand people in Lambeth. The Metropolitan Board of Works, established
in 1855, was the first elected local government body. After the ‘Great Stink’ in the
summer of 1868 which nearly forced Parliament to move out of London, sufficient
powers and funds were given to the Board and its chief surveyor Bazalgette to
provide a system of sewers and drainage for London’s population and to put the
whole length of the Effra underground.
This book has a good bibliography referring to both published and unpublished
sources and a three-page index. There are forty-four black and white illustrations in
the text, ranging from old prints and drawings to modern photographs. The line of
the Effra is indicated in blue on some of the photographs. There are also eight pages
of colour plates, including a watercolour done in 2015 by David Western, as well
as his map. There are footnotes with detailed references to books and documents,
including committee reports. The book has an attractive laminated cover designed
by David Western and is small enough to go into a capacious anorak pocket. It is
short enough not to deter the general reader, but has sufficient detailed content and
‘critical apparatus’ to attract serious local historians and those keen to explore the
history and geography of Norwood’s ‘own’ river at their leisure.
Richard Lines
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IZOD AT THE PALACE

When researching material for the Norwood Society local history talk 'Shopping
at the Palace' (June 2016) it became apparent that Izod, the chemists, was
one of the businesses that remained in 'The Triangle' for a long time. Further
research indicated that the name Izod is particular to the Chipping Camden area
of Gloucestershire. An enquiry to the Chipping Camden History Society was
rewarded with much valuable information about the family from Carol Jackson,
the editor of 'Signpost', the society's excellent journal. This included a detailed
family tree and contact with a member of the Izod clan now living in France. In
return for this I was invited to submit an article for 'Signpost' which is largely
what follows.
With the opening of the rebuilt Crystal Palace in 1854 Upper Norwood rapidly
changed, becoming a fashionable area in which to live above the smog of Central
London. It was to this new community that many prospective shopkeepers came,
including James Izod (1829-1913) who probably arrived in Upper Norwood
in 1855. There are two reasons for this assumption: firstly his first son James
Hickman Izod (1855-1929) was born in the second quarter of 1855 in Norwood
- 11 -
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(June 1855 Croydon 2a 134); secondly, local research dates the image above to
between 1854 and 1858. And the name Izod can be seen to the upper right of the
pub sign on the building’s flank wall.
James Izod had been born in 1829 or 1830 in Westington, Chipping Campden,
his father William Izod, baptised in 1780, a farmer of Westington married to
Ann Phipps. It seems that James followed his brother Charles (1827-1864) to
Evesham where in 1851 Charles employed James as an assistant in his Bridge
Street chemist and druggist business. It was in 1854 that James married Mary
Hancock shortly before moving to Norwood. They had two children, James
Hickman (1855-1929) and William Henry (1857-1927). For about 25 years James
and family lived above the shop in Church Road (confusingly sometimes known
as Westow Hill) before moving to a three storey Victorian villa 'Roma' at 26
Belvedere Road, one of the best roads in the area. It was here that Mary died in
1904 aged 76, and James died aged 83 on 31st October 1913. They are both buried
in what was the 'Crystal Palace District Cemetery', now known as Beckenham
Cemetery. It would be interesting to read the burial records, but the cemetery is
now privately owned and the records are held out of the area in Sutton Coldfield.
By the time James had died the business was in the care of his oldest son, James
Hickman Izod. In the 1871 census, at the age of 16, James Hickman had served
his apprenticeship with Edward Rock, chemist, at 44 High Street, Sittingbourne,
Kent. On 17th December 1874 James Hickman Izod was registered as a chemist
and able to practise. Three years later he married Ellen Mary Nicol, born about
1855 in the Wandsworth part of Clapham. James and Ellen lived, as his father
before, above the shop in Church Road, then number 41. They continued to live
there until James Hickman's death on 31st October 1929. Ellen had died there
five years previously, but James did not die at home but at 93 Church Road
(The Dell). The previous year, and for some time previously, this had been the
residence of Herbert Newton Casson (1869- 1951) who had been born in Ontario,
Canada. James Izod and Ellen had two children, James Markham Izod, born
1878, who became an accounts clerk, and Herbert William Izod, born 1880, who
was a 'metal tradesvaluer'. Herbert William had not moved far from his parents
as he died in 1945 in Croydon Road, Anerley, only about 2 miles away.
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Herbert William was the sole beneficiary of his father's will receiving £7091,
and with James Hickman's death the family ceased trading as chemists in Upper
Norwood and the business was acquired by Tilsons Ltd.
James Izod did not only have the
chemist shop in Church Road, but
also one on the other side of 'The
Triangle' at the junction of Westow
Hill and Gipsy Hill. Izod first appears
at this address in the 1864 Simpson's
Street Directory, although he may
have been there earlier. In 1864 Izod
is listed as a 'family and dispensing
chemist'. In the 1891 census this shop
was the residence of William Henry
Izod (1857-1927), the second son of
James and Mary. William Henry had
been first registered as a qualified
1 Westow Hill. Izod sign uncovered during refurbishment.
chemist on 13th December 1878 and
Image by Alan Izod.
had married Elizabeth Coldicott of
Sedgeberrow, Worcs (1857-1919) in 1881. They subsequently had four children,
none of whom became chemists. By the 1901 census William Henry had left
the family business and was living at a not very good address in Trossachs
Road, East Dulwich and employed as a 'manufacturing chemist (perfumes)'. Ten
years later he was at the same address but by now a 'traveller (manufacturing
chemist)'. William Henry died in May 1927 at The Bungalow, Canvey Island,
Essex, his probate suggesting he had few assets. What had happened to William
Henry's half share of James Izod's assets of £15,440 can only be supposition, but
the few facts suggest his attempt to set up his own business had failed.
Following William Henry's departure from the family business sometime
between 1896 and 1901, the chemist shop at 1 Westow Hill on the corner of Gipsy
Hill was taken over by a previous neighbour as a gentlemen's outfitters. There
has been frustratingly little to be found about the Izods in local newspapers,
except for a report of a coroner's enquiry concerning a suicide in which James
Izod gave evidence of supplying prescribed medicines. The only other mention
is in the minutes of the Norwood Cottage Hospital where the monies from
- 13 -
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1, Westow Hill in 1899 after disposal by Izod

Izod's shop, through one of the collection boxes in local shops for the benefit of
the Hospital, was consistently bettered only by Carberry, the butcher. It would
be gratifying if a photograph of James Izod could be found - there may be one
somewhere.
One of the difficulties of local history research is containing one’s curiosity. One
is tempted in such research to find other Izods in the London area. The name
jumps out when looking through documents, such as the baby Izod seen in the
burial records of Tower Hamlets Cemetery when researching a different family.
In particular there was Walford Izod (1856-1880) who lived in South Norwood,
about 2 miles from James and his family. They were distantly related, but did
they know each other? Alan Izod, who was a member of the East Surrey Family
History Society, died only a short while before I embarked on this research and
he might have been able to supply the answers to many questions.
Alun Thomas
Norwood Society
e:norwoodshistory@btinternet.com
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WHAT THE PAPERS SAID – LIFE ON SOUTH NORWOOD HILL
PART 5 1883 - 1890
A series of deaths and associated inquests, all connected with South Norwood
Hill, took place during the 1880s. They were reported in both local and national
newspapers. Three of them were linked to Preston House or Grange Hyrst, as it
was also known, see map.
A gruesome discovery was made by railway man John Russell and recounted
at the inquest held in February 1883, London Standard, 27th February, 1883,
into the death of Annie Harman, her body having been found on the London
Chatham and Dover railway line. Miss Harman was employed by Mr Gallup as
a servant at Preston House, a large six-bedroomed house, situated near the top
of South Norwood Hill.

Preston House.
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Mr Russell stated at the inquest that he had been told to go down to the railway
line as there was something lying on the 'four-foot way'. After going about half
a mile he came upon a woman's hat, then, a few yards further on, he saw a piece
of jacket, then he found a boot and then, still further on, he came upon the body
of a woman lying across the track. He caught hold of one of her wrists, when, to
his horror, the arm came off the body. He discovered that the head was severed
from the body but was lying close by.

Preston House, also Known as Grange Hyrst. Note that Grange Hill is wrongly labelled
as Grange Road.

have been found as to Miss Harman's state of mind.
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Charlotte Ackerman, a
fellow servant, was then
called as a witness. She
shared a bed with Miss
Harman and stated that
Annie had recently been
'keeping company with ‘a
young man’. She appeared
to be on good terms with
him but of late had not slept
well and had not always
been able to perform
her household duties. As
no explanation for Miss
Harman's death was
forthcoming the Coroner
summed up and the Jury
returned the verdict 'That
the deceased met her death
by misadventure, whilst
wandering on the London
Chatham and Dover
Railway line in a state of
mental derangement’. Had
a thorough post-mortem
been carried out it is
possible that a clue might
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The 'Strange Death of a Corporal' was reported in the Dundee Courier, 16th
October 1884. Michael Costello, aged twenty-three years, late of the 35th Royal
Sussex regiment, died at his residence The Firs, near the top of South Norwood
Hill, under very singular circumstances. He had been invalided home from
Egypt two months previously suffering from fits. Dr Miller, a local doctor of
105 Church Road, carried out the post mortem examination and came to the
conclusion that, being seized with a fit in the night, Mr Costello had struggled
and, turning over, had strangled himself with a sheet, which had become twisted
round his neck. The jury returned a verdict of 'Accidentally suffocated.'
'Who was Drunk?' queried the headline in the Croydon Advertiser and East
Surrey Reporter on 24th January 1885. Robert Head, carman, of Westow Hill
denied the charge of being drunk whilst in charge of a horse and cart in Beulah
Hill. PC Horace Harris at the Croydon Sessions stated that he had seen the
prisoner driving recklessly in Gipsy Hill, to which Mr Head said: ‘you didn't
know where you were; I think you were drunk instead of me!’ In spite of his
claim Mr Head was found guilty and fined 5s with 7s costs.
The death of Admiral Lord Falkland at his home, Grange Hyrst (also known
as Preston House and Grangehurst, see map above) was announced in various
newspapers including The Star, 4th February, 1886. The Right Honourable
Plantagenet Pierrepoint Cary, 11th Viscount of Falkland, was born 8th September
1806 and died 1st of February 1886. He died of a most uncommon form of
cancer – cancer of the tongue. The most usual cause of this type of cancer
is heavy smoking and drinking. The cause of death was certified by Doctor
Hetley, who lived on Church Road.

Extract from Admiral Viscount Falkland's death certificate.

Viscount Falkland was born in 1806 and entered the Royal Navy in 1820. He
served in the Burmese war, became rear-admiral in 1858 and vice-admiral in
1870. He succeeded his brother to the viscounty (sic). In 1843 he married Mary
- 17 -
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Ann, only daughter of Mr John Francis Maubert, but was left a widower in 1863.
He was buried in the Maubert family vault, on the 5th of February, the ceremony
being carried out by the Rev. James Watson. Shortly after his death burials in
the church yard were halted, except in family vaults, due to lack of space.

Lord Falkland was buried in the Maubert Family grave in All Saints' church yard.

In his will Viscount Falkland left the amount of £104,000, equivalent to nine and
a half million pounds in today's values. Present at his death and recorded on the
death certificate was his long time butler Mr John Elsley to whom he bequeathed
the enormous sum of £15,000 in consideration of long and faithful service.

Extract from Admiral Viscount Falkland's death certificate, showing John Elsley was present at the death.
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John Elsley then aged forty five, took retirement and moved with his family
to West Lodge, 36 Beulah Road where he lived with his wife Eliza in some
considerable comfort until his death in 1903.
The open verdict of 'Found Dead' was passed by the jury on the body of a female
child only a few days old, tragically found by a local youth, wrapped in brown
paper in Cypress Road off South Norwood Hill in June 1885, Surrey Mirror, 6th
June, 1885. The lad, named Cain, fetched police constable Thomas Cracknell
and took him to the body. At the inquest Dr William Candy said that the child
showed no signs of violence and had probably died from convulsions. Further,
Dr Candy thought that there had been no professional present at the child's birth.
No indication of where the baby had come from had been found.
On a lighter note Mr H N G wrote to the Croydon Advertiser and East Surrey
Reporter, 16th November 1889 complaining about the state of the roadway of
South Norwood Hill. He queried why Croydon Corporation had not bothered to
drain the land but instead had just thrown down vast quantities of soft material
which had done nothing to improve the road surface.
Dangerous dogs seemed to have been all too common on South Norwood Hill as
Mr Arthur Burton stated that, whilst walking up the hill, a dog flew at him and
bit him. The owner, Mr Thomas McMeakin, was summoned and prosecuted
by the Town Clerk and was fined the sum of 20s with 9s costs. Mr McMeakin
resided at Falkland Park, the current home of Spurgeon's College which was
built for him after the death of Lord Falkland in the nearby Preston House.
McMeakin was a wealthy tea importer who invested large sums of money in the
building of the house only to have to move out when his tea importing venture
failed.
Stephen Oxford
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A GLIMPSE OF ANCIENT EGYPT: THE INSCRIPTIONS ON
THE CRYSTAL PALACE SPHINXES
The Crystal Palace Park website (www.crystalpalacepark.org) states simply
that the sphinxes are identical full-scale replicas of an original in the Louvre in
Paris, which dates from the time of the pharaoh Amenemhat II (see below) but
gives no further information; there seem to be no details of the inscriptions on
these figures anywhere on the web that I could find.
A search of the Louvre’s website generated only one sphinx which matched –
the Sphinx of Tanis, named after the city in the Nile delta where it was found.
The website noted that the sphinx was much older than its present inscriptions
suggest, and that it was used on three occasions for different pharaohs –
Amenemhat II (a.k.a.Amenemes II), a twelfth dynasty ruler from around 1930 1895 BC, then Merenptah I in the early 13th century, and finally for Shoshenk I,
founder of the 22nd dynasty in the middle of the 10th century, not long after the
date of the founding of Tanis according to some scholars. The Louvre’s website
does not, however, give any further details about the sphinx or its inscriptions.
Although “our” sphinxes have no trace of the first of these pharaohs, the right
hand side and front of the neck bears the names of Merenptah I, while the left
side and the inscriptions round the plinth refer to Shoshenk.

Deciphering the Hieroglyphs
Royal names are enclosed in a cartouche, a ring surrounding the characters
of the name. Pharaohs and other important personages have two cartouches –
a pronomen, and the name all or part of which we usually refer to them by.
Thus there were several pharaohs called, for example, Shoshenk, but each bore
a different pronomen, allowing them to be distinguished from each other; so
only Shoshenk I had the specific pronomen “Hedj-kheper-Ra Setep-en-Ra”. The
royal names were surrounded by various honorific titles; these were standard
for centuries and are well-documented, including “Son of the Sun”, King of the
North and South”, “Lord of Two Lands”, “Lord of Diadems” etc. The “North
and South” and “Two Lands” both refer to Upper and Lower Egypt.
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One problem with deciphering hieroglyphs is that, like present-day Arabic
and Hebrew, vowels are usually not recorded unless a character is known to
stand for a complete syllable. This leads to variations in how scholars record
the names and words, for example Shoshenk, Shashank, etc. Additionally,
e.Another problem is that, at this period, a hieroglyph would be used as a
symbol representing the whole idea (rather like a Chinese character) with extra
characters added as an indication of the pronunciation, which could be either a
single letter or a syllable. This scheme was possibly used because a character
could also represent something entirely different with a similar pronunciation.
For example, the character for a basket, neb, which occurs many times in the
inscriptions, is also used to represent ‘Lord’ which (presumably) had a similar
sound. Yet another difficulty is the use of various birds like the hawk, ibis,
vulture etc. which have completely different meanings and sounds. If the figure
is worn or unclear, one could end up getting the completely wrong meaning; this
is illustrated by a plinth symbol as described later.

The Inscriptions on the Neck
The right-hand-side of the sphinx’s
neck (that is, to the left if you are
looking at it face-to-face) bears two
cartouches which are written backto-front, like the plinth inscriptions
on this side (figures 1a and 1b).
Reading from right to left, and top
to bottom within each cartouche, the
right-hand cartouche starts with two
seated figures: the left one holds a
sceptre and wears what looks like a
tall two-part hat, in fact the disc-and-feathers head-dress, and is the image of
Amen-Ra; the other figure has a sun disc on its head and carries an ankh, another
representation of Ra. Ra, or Amen-Ra, was the greatest of the gods, the sun-god,
the national god of Egypt. He is styled “maker of things above and below”, “Lord
of the thrones of the world” and “president of the Apts” (i.e. the city of Karnak).
These titles can be found in the final section of the plinth inscription as noted
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below. The last symbol in this cartouche is a ram (pronounced ba!), an animal
sacred to Ra. This cartouche thus reads “Amen-Ra Meri-en-Ba” – usually reordered to read “Ba-Ra Meri-en-Amen” – the pronomen of Merenptah I.
The left cartouche also begins with two seated figures, this time the images
of Maat, holding an ankh and with a single feather head-dress, and Ptah, bare
headed and holding a sceptre. Maat was the daughter of Ra, mistress of the
gods; her feather is the symbol of Law. Ptah was said to be the oldest of all the
gods of Egypt, the father of the gods; his sceptre is often composed of three
parts, representing strength, life and stability. Altogether this cartouche reads
“Maat Ptah Meri-en-hotep her”, i.e. “Meri-en-Ptah hotep-her-Maat” – “Beloved
of Ptah, contentment of Maat” – the name usually referred to as Merenptah.
Below the cartouches are symbols which read (from right to left) “da ankh
djeta”, meaning “giver of life eternal”.
On the front of the neck the name cartouche of Merenptah is found again
(identical to the left-hand one above), this time above the symbol “neb”, “Lord”.
The left side of the neck concerns the latest pharaoh, Shoshenk I. These
inscriptions read left to right, with, again, the cartouches vertical (figures 2a
and 2b). The top line reads “suten net se Ra”, “King of the North and South,
Son of the Sun”. The left cartouche has, in order, “Ra hedjkhepersetepen Ra”,
or in the normally accepted order “Hedj-kheper-Ra setep-en-Ra”, the pronomen
of Shoshenk I. Note the presence here of the scarab beetle, “kheper”. The other
cartouche reads “Amen-meri Shashank”.
Below this we find symbols reading “Da ankh Ra ma-a”, “Giver of life Ra”
followed by two symbols the meaning of which I cannot decipher.
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The Frieze/Plinth Inscriptions
The mid-point of the front of the plinth is marked by an ankh – (“life”). To either
side of this, the same inscription unfolds as mirror images of each other (fig. 3).
Reading from the right of the ankh, the inscription proceeds round the plinth’s
left side and on to finish on the back, with the hieroglyphs recognisable in their
usual forms; from the ankh’s left following round to the sphinx’s right side and
again finishing on the back, the same text is written backwards.
The middle of the back, in between the ends of the two main inscriptions, bears
four characters, one of which I cannot translate, the others give “Ra giver of
life”.
The main inscription is a eulogy to Shoshenk, and the cartouches of both his
pronomen and name can be seen twice with the same hieroglyphs in between
them: “se Ra neb khau”, “Son of the Sun, Lord of diadems”. It mentions the
god Isis, and possibly also Horus (fig. 4). Isis, in Egyptian “Auset”, married her
brother Osiris (Egyptian royalty was prone to that sort of thing too), and figures
often show her suckling her son Horus, the morning sun. The whole inscription,
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as far as I can make out (with some occasional misgivings and a few gaps)
appears to read “Divine majesty Amen-Ra, royal god. King of the North and
South, Lord of Two Lands {Hedj-kheper-Ra setep-en-Ra} son of the sun, Lord
of diadems {Amen meri Shashank} Lord of diadems (ibis & cobra), … crowned
lord … Horus (?) Isis health & contentment of the gods; their Lord, King of the
North and South, Lord of Two Lands, maker of things {Hedj-kheper-Ra setepen-Ra} son of the sun, Lord of diadems {Amen meri Shashank}; Amen-Ra Lord
of the thrones of the world, president of the Apts (Karnak), who makes …..(?).
Note that all punctuation is entirely mine since hieroglyphic inscriptions did not
use any.
The characters I have tentatively translated as “Horus” comprise a hawk, an egg,
the sign for ‘t’ and a single bar indicating the number one (meaning that we have
a definite single noun) – this can be seen in fig. 4. I cannot understand, however,
why the hawk of Horus should be followed by ‘t’, usually the feminine ending,
and an egg, also denoting a female. If the Hawk was actually a mistake for, or a
badly drawn, vulture, we would have the word “mut”, i.e. “mother”, giving the
phrase “Mother Isis, health …”, which makes more sense.
John Davis
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THE HIEROGLYPHIC INSCRIPTIONS ON THE CRYSTAL PALACE SPHINXES

* All the sphinxes are identical.
* The inscriptions on the RHS of the sphinxes (starting in the middle of the front plinth) – i.e. to the left if
you are looking at it face-to-face – are the mirror images of those on the sphinxes’ LHS, which are the
correct symbols (with some errors).
THE PLINTH INSCRIPTIONS
The middle of the front plinth is marked by

ankh (life), then -

Front:
sut-u1 (?) neter

neterhen dep Amen-RĈ
divine majesty

Amen-ZĈ royal

god

2

LHS
suten net neb taui(?) ‘Hedj-kheper-RĈ
setep-en-RĈ’
King of North lord of [pronomen of
and South two lands
Shashank]
(lit. Royal King)

se ZĈ neb khau ‘Amen-merishashanq’ ……kha

Son of the sun Lord of
diadems

Shashank

Lord of diadem
diadems
(ibis &uraeus)

emhedj-neb ma-a heru3-t (?)Ausets4hotepneteru neb-f suten net neb tau (?) arikhet
crowned lord

Horus (?)

Isis health, contentment their Lord, King of Lord of
of the gods
North & two lands
South

‘Hedj-cheper-RĈ
se RĈ neb khau ‘Amen-merishashanq’ Amen-RĈ
setep-en-RĈ’
[pronomen of
Shashank]

son of the sun Lord of
diadems

Shashank

Amen-Ra

maker of things

neb eku (?)
Lord of the thrones
of the world

Back:
aptuhetemnutu neb-pet ari-d b

h ma RĈ da ankh

seat of towns (?) lord who makes (?)?RĈ giver of life
i.e. president of the Apts (Karnak)
1. This appears, confusingly, to be in the plural
2. the bee is used (allegorically) as a symbol for King
3. this is clearly a hawk, but if taken to be a vulture then the meaning is “mut” – mother, giving Mother Isis, which
makes more sense.
4. usually written the other way round:
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GROWING UP IN PARRY ROAD SE25 (Part 2)
At the age of 5 it was time for me to go to school. My brother had gone to
Beulah Road School when he was small and then on to Whitehorse Manor. A
new school was being built in Cypress Road.
A temporary school was opened in Saxon Road behind the Methodist Church
(now pulled down) near the Stanley Halls. I was taken there by my mother and
introduced to Miss Lille, the Head.
Being left with strangers was a nasty shock to me. I did get used to it and a few
months later all the children moved into Cypress Road School, with Mr Higgins
as Head and Miss Lille in charge of the very young ones. Some years later she
became Head of the Infants at Whitehorse School in Thornton Heath. I and
many others of various ages were the first pupils in the school in April 1937.
Apparently the older children in the first few days were kept busy moving in the
furniture and supplies, but us little ones knew nothing of it.
In the two small children’s classes we had desks that had a slot in the front for a
small blackboard and a groove in the top for a piece of chalk. These were for us
to learn our alphabet and numbers and to write. In the summer we went out into
the field at the back, as the classrooms became stuffy. There was a short period
each day for us to lie down on a camp bed for a rest, which I found most irksome.
The little children used the middle playground in front of the school whilst the
juniors used the one at the top (now a staff car park). The children in the top year
used the lower playground. The latter had a series of arches under the Assembly
Hall where they could shelter in bad weather. At the start of the Second World
War these arches were bricked up and used as air raid shelters whilst the lower
playground served as an auxiliary fire station with a lot of vehicles with water
pumps stationed there.
The move up to the bigger children’s class was not an easy one. The two teachers
for the small Infants were motherly and kind, but the next ones were anything
but. The first one I met was Miss Henry. She was freckly and wore her ginger
hair tightly pulled back into a bun. She would often shout at us and patrolled the
gangways between the desks, watching over our work. A mistake in our writing
would merit a very sharp crack over the knuckles with the ruler that she always
carried in her right hand. I soon learned to move my hand quicker than hers!
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Later I moved into the senior classes in the school and the next stage up was into
Miss Colbey’s class.
She did not think highly of me and the feeling was mutual. I was not university
material. I was going to get a job in the printing industry and I could see no
reason for doing some of the subjects. As long as I could write, read and do the
basic arithmetic I was happy. I could find no use for learning another language,
algebra or higher mathematics. But later on I found there was another side to her,
more pleasant, and I was confused.
In about 1937 or ’38 television was developing, but at the time this passed me
by. Mum and Dad stuck to the old steam wireless. However, the Rokers at no.2
splashed out and bought a television set.On the side of their house was a tall
white pole with a large letter H on the top. It stood out as it was the only one to
be seen for miles around. I asked my mother what this was for and she explained
that, besides just hearing what was being said and listening to the sound of
music, you could see moving pictures, as you could at the cinema; it was called
television and it was too expensive for us. This puzzled me a lot as I could not
comprehend moving pictures travelling through the air.
Whilst progressing at the school I often heard my parents talking about the
possibility of another war. I knew a little about The Great War: my father had
been invalided out of the Army in 1917 with mustard gas poisoning. Sometimes
he would tell me about his experiences, but he made light of them. But I knew
a little about the horrors from pictures in the encyclopaedias he had bought for
us boys. Also, he was always coughing and bringing up a yellow phlegm and
saying it was the remains of the mustard gas. He was always out of breath as the
insides of his lungs were damaged. The talk of war never really worried me, as I
knew my parents would look after me. My mother’s thoughts were that London
would be the first place to be bombed and that it would be flattened.
Life at home was well regulated. In the house Mum’s word was law. Off to bed
in the evening at a regular time, which was soon after Dad had come in from
work. I would sit on his knee whilst he had his evening dinner, having a little
taste off his plate. At weekends, after all the jobs had been done, we sat around
either listening to the wireless or playing card games. Dad and I sometimes
had a game of draughts and sometimes I beat him, much to my enjoyment. One
Saturday my brother bought a full-sized billiard table. It just fitted on the dining
room table and only just fitted in the room. Care had to be taken to avoid hitting
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Mum with the cue whilst she sat knitting by the fire in winter. One year I was
given a table tennis set and the ball would fly all around the room.
In those early years I inherited many toys from my brother and also from
mother’s brothers and sisters after their children had outgrown them, but they
were not suitable for a terraced garden.
The pedal car had to be kept on the grass, which was the largest flat space. The
scooter did not get used much for the same reason and I was not allowed to play
out on the front by the road. Mum thought the boys out there were too rough.
She didn’t mind me playing in other people’s gardens or up in Grange Woods.
In Grange Woods there was a big house that became a museum and sometimes
we children would wander round looking at the weapons and armour from
various eastern countries. There were a number of stuffed birds in glass cases.
I now wonder where they ended up when the Second World War started as the
house was used by the LDV/Home Guard. Also in the house there was a sweet
shop that sold packs of coloured sherbert sweets about the size of an Aspirin that
fizzed when sucked; I loved them. Also in the park was the derelict building that
had been the stables and many children from all around Grange Woods would
play in the ruins. The older children told the younger ones that the building
was haunted by a ghost horse. It was derelict for many years and yet we were
allowed to play in it… When war came in September 1939 and the air raids
started, the building was renovated and vehicles were stored there for the ARP
Heavy Rescue Squad which stopped us children running wild in there.
With the loss of our adventure playground came the beat of the war drums. We
were all issued with gas masks at the local schools. Plans were made for the
children to be evacuated. This turned out to be an education, not only for the
children and families but also the National Government. It did not know in
what conditions some people lived. Mum and Dad did not want me to go and
live with strangers, so they planned to send me to my godparents near the city of
Cambridge, a place that I had never seen, that was well away from London and
therefore not likely to be bombed

Colin Richardson
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